Introduction
This work considers estimating the reachable set of the initial value problem (IVP) in ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
x(t, u) = f (t, u(t), x(t, u)), where the initial condition is in some known set and the inputs u vary in some known set (see Section 2 for notation and a formal problem statement). The time-varying inputs u can model noise, disturbances, or control inputs; estimating the reachable set in these cases is critical to robust model predictive control (MPC) [2] , fault detection [26] and global optimization of dynamic systems [43] . This work will focus on the construction of a time-varying (convex) polyhedral enclosure of the reachable set. Specifically, given a matrix A, an auxiliary initial value problem in ordinary differential equations is constructed whose solution yields the function b, such that the set {z : Az ≤ b(t)} contains the values of the solutions of the dynamic system at all times t.
The major contribution of this work is as follows. First, the construction of the auxiliary system of bounding equations closely resembles the bounding method in [39] which produces interval bounds (i.e., component-wise upper and lower bounds) very quickly. The work in [39] is itself an extension of differential inequality-based comparison theorems in, for instance, [14] . The extension of these comparison theorems to the construction of polyhedral bounds is a significant improvement, allowing bounds with the increased flexibility of polyhedra (as opposed to intervals) to be calculated with powerful and efficient methods for numerical integration. The new theory in this work essentially permits the extension of the interval bounding methods in [16, 17] to the construction of polyhedral bounds. Although this extension is fairly straightforward once the theory is established, the subsequent analysis of the new algorithms to ensure that they remain numerically well behaved is nontrivial.
The general concept of previous implementations of polyhedron-based bounding methods, such as those in [1, 6, 8, 13] , is to "move" the faces of the approximating polyhedra in accordance with the maximum value of the dynamics on that face, which is similar to the theory in this work. However, these previous methods manually implement the time-stepping, which contrasts with the proposed method, which takes advantage of established codes for numerical integration, and thus benefits from their handling of step size to control errors to a desired tolerance. The present work could be used to implement the step forward in time in these previous methods; however, the work presented here stands on its own as an effective method on the overall time scale of interest, as demonstrated by the numerical experiments in Section 5. Further, these examples provide new insight into "intelligent" choices for the matrix A which defines the polyhedral approximation.
Another significant contribution of this work is its ability to distinguish meaningfully between time-varying inputs and constant, but unknown, parameters. This contrasts with the previous work involving comparison theorems, such as in [16, 22, 35, 38, 39] . As noted in [39] , comparison theorems in general take into account time-varying uncertainty, which can be an advantage or disadvantage depending on one's perspective or the model of interest. In contrast, methods based on parametric Taylor-models, such as in [5, 25] , intrinsically handle constant, but uncertain parameter inputs. Since the present work is inspired by comparison theorems, it is natural that it should be able to handle time-varying uncertainty. But the use of polyhedra allows one to propagate affine relaxations of the states with respect to the parameters by treating the unknown parameters as extra states, but with time derivatives equal to zero. This explicitly enforces these uncertain inputs to be constant, and as demonstrated by an example in Section 5.3, this leads to an improvement in the bounds.
Other work that should be mentioned involves the computation of the reachable set or an approximation of it through a level set that evolves in time, such as in [31] . However, this involves the solution of a Hamilton-Jacobitype partial differential equation, and consequently is more computationally demanding than the comparison theorem based methods, including this work. This is noted in [19] , in which the solution of matrix exponentials is favored over the solution of partial differential equations to obtain a polyhedral approximation of the reachable set of a dynamic system. However, that work only considers linear dependence on the inputs, and weakly nonlinear dynamics. Meanwhile, work dealing with differential inclusions is also related [9, 21] . In particular, the work in [21] is theoretically more alike to the proposed work and has a numerical implementation that is based on validated or set-based numerical integrators (as in [33] ). This class of methods have proven to be relevant numerical methods for calculating bounds.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 gives notation and a rigorous problem statement. Section 3 is split into two subsections. Section 3.1 states and proves one of the main results of this work, Theorem 1. This theorem is a general result stating conditions under which a polyhedralvalued mapping is an enclosure of the reachable set. Section 3.2 provides a specific instance of this theory in Corollary 2, which states that the solution of an auxiliary initial value problem yields polyhedral bounds. This leads to a numerically implementable method for constructing polyhedral bounds discussed in Section 4. One of the main goals of Section 4 is to establish that the auxiliary problem satisfies basic assumptions to be amenable to solution with general classes of numerical integration methods. Section 5 demonstrates a numerical implementation of the proposed bounding method on a few examples. Section 6 concludes with some final remarks.
Problem Statement
Notation that is used in this work includes lowercase bold letters for vectors and uppercase bold letters for matrices. The transposes of a vector v and matrix M are denoted v T and M T , respectively. The exception is that 0 may denote either a matrix or vector of zeros, but it should be clear from context what the appropriate dimensions are. Similarly, I will denote the identity matrix whose dimensions should be clear from context. Inequalities between vectors hold componentwise. For v, w ∈ R n such that v ≤ w, [v, w] denotes an interval in R n . A polyhedron is any subset of R n that can be expressed as {z ∈ R n : Mz ≤ d}, for some matrix M ∈ R m×n and vector d ∈ R m (i.e., it is the intersection of a finite number of closed halfspaces). Consequently, it is clear that polyhedra are always closed, convex sets. The equivalence of norms on R n is used often; when a statement or result holds for any choice of norm, it is denoted · . In some cases, it is useful to reference a specific norm, in which case it is subscripted; for instance, · 1 denotes the 1-norm. The dual of a norm · is denoted · * . For n ∈ N and a set T ⊂ R, denote the Lebesgue space
For sets X, Y , a mapping S from X to the set of subsets of Y is denoted S : X ⇒ Y . In a metric space, a neighborhood of a point x is denoted N (x) and refers to an open ball centered at x with some nonzero radius. If this radius δ is important, it may be emphasized as a subscript, e.g. N δ (x).
The problem statement follows. Let
and let the set of possible initial conditions be
For given u ∈ U, a solution is an absolutely continuous mapping x(·, u) : T → D x which satisfies (1). The goal of this work is to construct a polyhedralvalued mapping B : T ⇒ R nx such that for all u ∈ U and any solution x(·, u) (if one exists for this u), x(t, u) ∈ B(t), for all t ∈ T . Specifically, given a m ∈ N and a matrix A ∈ R m×nx , the goal is to find b : T → R m such that B(t) = {z : Az ≤ b(t)}. This mapping B will be referred to as polyhedral bounds, or just bounds.
Assumption 1 For any z ∈ D x , there exists a neighborhood N (z) and α ∈ L 1 (T ) such that for almost every t ∈ T and every p ∈ U
Assumption 1 is fairly critical to the following general theory. However, it is not restrictive at all. It is related to standard assumptions that general classes of numerical integration methods are applicable to the IVP (1). Further discussion along these lines is in Section 4.2. Furthermore, under Assumption 1 the solutions of IVP (1) for a given u ∈ U and fixed initial condition are unique; see Theorem 2 in Section 1 of [10] .
Bounding Theory
This section will give a general theorem for polyhedral bounds, which requires a specific assumption, then discuss how to satisfy this assumption.
General theory
First, two results from the literature. The first can be found as Theorem 3.1 in [45] .
Lemma 1 Let T ⊂ R be an interval. If a : T → R is absolutely continuous andȧ(t) ≤ 0 for a.e. t ∈ T , then a is nonincreasing.
The next result is Lemma 4 in [39] .
Lemma 2 Let T ⊂ R be an interval. For any γ > 0 and β ∈ L 1 (T ), there exists an absolutely continuous, nondecreasing function ρ : T → R satisfying 0 < ρ(t) ≤ γ, ∀t ∈ T , andρ(t) > |β(t)| ρ(t) for a.e. t ∈ T .
The following Assumption and Theorem provide the heart of the general bounding theory. The parallels between this theory and that in [39] should be fairly clear, but to emphasize a major difference, the current theory handles polyhedral bounds as opposed to intervals. However, before continuing, it is useful to note a definition of the matrix A and mappings M i required in Assumption 2 which yield the classic interval-based comparison theoremtype results in [14] , for instance. This example provides an intuitive geometric interpretation to keep in mind while understanding the general theory. Interval bounds are obtained by letting m = 2n x and A = [−I I]
T . Then for i ∈ {1, . . . , n x }, let M i (t, d) be the i th lower face of the interval {z : Az ≤ d} (assuming it is nonempty). Similarly, for i ∈ {n x + 1, . . . ,
th upper face of the interval. One can check that these definitions satisfy Assumption 2.
A major component of Assumption 2 is a Lipschitz condition for the general set-valued mappings M i . To allow flexibility and practical implementation, this assumption also allows that this Lipschitz condition only holds on some domain D M satisfying certain conditions. Section 3.2 focuses on concrete definitions of M i and D M that satisfy Assumption 2, which will provide the basis for the following numerical developments. The reader may wish to consult the discussion in Section 3.2 to gain more insight into the nature of D M and M i . Assumption 2 Considering the problem stated in Section 2, for some m ∈ N and for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let a i ∈ R nx . Assume
nx satisfy the following conditions for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}: Fig. 1 : Graphical representation of the basic idea of Theorem 1. In this case f is independent of controls u. Note that Assumption 2 allows M i to be a strict subset of the i th face of the polyhedron if external information is available, if a subset at all; see Figure 2 and Proposition 1.
For any
The main theorem follows. The hypothesis of most interest in this theorem is Hypothesis 4, which, for a practical implementation of this bounding theory, requires the overestimation of the dynamics on certain values of the M i mappings. A conceptual representation of this hypothesis is given in Figure 1 . 
. for almost every t ∈ T and each i ∈ {1, . . . , m},
then for all u ∈ U and any solution x(·, u) of IVP (1), x(t, u) ∈ B(t), for all t ∈ T .
Proof Fix u ∈ U. If no solution of IVP (1) exists for this u, then the conclusion of the theorem holds trivially. Otherwise, choose some solution and for convenience use the abbreviation x(t) ≡ x(t, u). Let T v be the set of t ∈ T such that a and Inequality (4),
Thus, b(t) and b(t) are in N (b(t 1 )) for t ∈ [t 2 , t 3 ]. And by Hypothesis 3, (t, b(t)) ∈ D M for a.e. t ∈ [t 2 , t 3 ]. So by Condition 2 of Assumption 2, there exists z k (t) ∈ M k (t, b(t)) such that
for a.e. t ∈ [t 2 , t 3 ]. Combining this with the triangle inequality and Inequality (2),
where the last inequality follows from Hypothesis 4 since z k (t) ∈ M k (t, b(t)). By Assumption 1 and Inequality (6) , this leads to
Using the properties of ρ, we have
But by (5) , this means −ρ(t 2 ) ≥ 0, which is a contradiction.
Implementation
This section describes how to construct the mappings M i such that they satisfy Assumption 2 and lead to a numerically implementable bounding method.
The next result establishes "Lipschitz continuity" of the feasible sets, solution sets, and optimal objective value of certain parametric linear optimization problems. This result is from the literature; see for instance Theorem 2.4 of [28] .
3. and q : F S → R is Lipschitz continuous, for any choice of norms · α , · β .
It is now possible to state a specific instance of the mappings which satisfy Assumption 2. Similar to the work in [37, 39] , these mappings allow one to use a priori information about the solution set of (1) in the form of a polyhedralvalued mapping G : T ⇒ R nx for which it is known that x(t, u) ∈ G(t), for all t ∈ T and u ∈ U for which a solution exists. Figure 2 illustrates the definition of the M i mappings given in Proposition 1. A valid definition of the M i mapping would be to let it take the value of the i th face of the bounds; however, if the a priori information G(t) is available, it can be used to restrict the M i mapping to a subset of the face. Some care must be taken to define M i sensibly when G(t) does not intersect the i th face, or else somehow exclude this possibility through the definition of D M . The specific conditions are formalized in the following assumption and subsequent result. The bounding methods from [16, 17] are special cases by defining A to yield interval bounds and assuming that G is constant-valued.
Graphical representation of the definition of the M i mappings which use the a priori information G(t); see Proposition 1. Note that in this case, the j th face does not intersect G(t), however M j is still well-defined.
Then A,
satisfy Assumption 2.
Proof To see that Condition 1 of Assumption 2 holds, choose any i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, d ∈ R m , and (t, u) ∈ T × U such that Ax(t, u) ≤ d and a
is the solution set of a linear program that must be feasible and bounded). Then to see that Condition 2 of Assumption 2 holds, choose
is nonempty for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and j ∈ {1, 2}. Applying Lemma 3, we have that there exists a L > 0 and for each
Since there is no explicit requirement in Assumption 2 that M i be nonemptyvalued everywhere in D M , one may be tempted to enlarge D M and, for instance, make the definitions
}, rather than the definitions in Equations (8) and (9) above. The issue is that the Lipschitz condition (Condition 2 of Assumption 2) may be violated.
For example, consider what the definitions above mean for interval bounds; disregard the a priori information G (let G map to all of R nx , for instance) and
is empty since these are the faces of the empty interval [v 2 , w 2 ]). It follows that Condition 2 of Assumption 2 cannot hold; there does not exist any z 2 ∈ M i (t, d 2 ) to satisfy the required inequality.
The following corollary establishes a useful topological property of the set D M as well as the fact that it is non-trivial.
Corollary 1 Let Assumption 3 hold. Assume that b G is continuous and that IVP (1) has a solution for some u ∈ U. Then for any choice of matrix A, D M defined in Equation (8) is nonempty and closed.
This follows from Section 4.7 of [4] ; the argument is that F is the projection of the polyhedron
and thus a polyhedron as well, and so closed.
We note that
, and so
Thus, the preimage of F under this mapping must be closed relative to T × R m , and it is clear that this preimage must be D M . And since T × R m is closed, a set which is closed relative to it must be closed relative to R × R m .
There are other possible choices for the definitions of D M and the mappings M i . For instance, the procedure for "tightening" an interval based on a set of linear constraints, given in Definition 4 of [39] , provides a potential alternative. However, if this procedure is used, M i would be interval-valued. In general, this interval would not be degenerate, and this loosely means that the dynamics must be overestimated on a much larger set, leading to more conservative bounds. In contrast, M i in Proposition 1 takes the value of the face of a polyhedron (and thus is also polyhedral-valued), and therefore it is always a set in an affine subspace with a lower dimension. Thus, the dynamics are overestimated on a smaller set, leading to tighter bounds.
Further, in applications, the set of possible input values U is typically at least polyhedral (and more often an interval). Consequently, one notes that in practice, Hypothesis 4 of Theorem 1 requires that a linear combination of the dynamics is overestimated on a polyhedron. This observation shapes the following result, which combines Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 to obtain a system of differential equations; the solution of this system is b, the right-hand sides of the polyhedral-valued bounds B : t → {z : Az ≤ b(t)}. However, as noted, Hypothesis 4 requires that the dynamics of this system of differential equations overestimate potentially nonlinear optimization problems. Consequently, what is proposed in the following corollary is to solve parametric linear programming relaxations of these problems instead, which overall leads to a much more efficiently solved system. This forms the basis of the numerical method of the next section. Comparing with previous work, one could also use interval arithmetic to try to satisfy Hypothesis 4, similar to [38, 39] , however interval arithmetic in general would not be able to take advantage of the fact that the M i mappings have values that are subsets of an affine subspace. (8) and (9). For i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let the mappings
R be given. Assume the following:
1. For some m u ∈ N, there exist A U ∈ R mu×nu and b U ∈ R mu such that U = {p : A U p ≤ b U } and is nonempty and compact. 2. For i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and all
The mapping
q : D M → R m is defined componentwise by q i (t, d) = max (p,z) (c u i (t, d)) T p + (c x i (t, d)) T z + h i (t, d)(10)s.t.   A U 0 0 A 0 A G   p z ≤   b U d b G (t)   , a T i z = max{a T i y : Ay ≤ d, A G y ≤ b G (t)}.
The mapping b : T → R
m is any solution of the initial value problem in ordinary differential equationṡ
with initial conditions that satisfy
Then for all u ∈ U and any solution
Proof First, it is clear that the feasible set of the linear program (10) which defines (8) (11), then (t, b(t)) ∈ D M for almost every t ∈ T , since otherwise q would not be defined and Equation (11) could not be satisfied almost every t ∈ T . Consequently, by Hypothesis 2, Hypothesis 3 of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Finally, by assumption on c i and h i and construction of the linear programming relaxation q, for all (
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and almost every t. Thus, all the assumptions and hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and so B must bound all solutions of IVP (1).
Numerical Implementation
The goals of this section are to state an algorithm to compute q defining IVP (11) , and in specific, a method to compute the affine relaxations (c i , h i ) required in Hypothesis 3 of Corollary 2. Furthermore, it is established that, with these definitions, q satisfies an appropriate Lipschitz continuity condition to ensure that IVP (11) is amenable to numerical solution.
Computing affine relaxations and the dynamics
To implement a bounding method based on Corollary 2, specific affine relaxations are needed. Affine relaxations (of certain classes of functions) on intervals can be obtained in a number of ways; subgradients to convex and concave relaxations [32] and first-order Taylor models [27] are two possibilities. However, in the next subsection, some specific parameterization properties of these relaxations are required. To simplify the discussion, the following assumption is made. Appendix A considers a way to construct affine relaxations on intervals which satisfy Assumption 4. With this assumption, one only needs to calculate an interval enclosure of M i (t, d) to establish Hypothesis 3 of Corollary 2.
Assumption 4 Let
At this point, a specific algorithm for computing q defining the dynamics in IVP (11) 
. This step uses the procedure for "tightening" an interval, given a set of linear constraints, from Definition 4 in [39] . The essential operation is repeated in Algorithm 2; this algorithm defines the operation I t , which tightens an interval [v, w] by excluding points which cannot satisfy a given linear constraint m T z ≤ d. Specifically, the discussion in Section 5.2 of [39] establishes that the tightened interval
Thus, Algorithm 1 recursively applies the tightening operation I t to some interval enclosure of the overall polyhedron {z :
In the algorithm, this initial enclosure is taken as the interval hull. However, this means that none of the constraints defining the overall polyhedron will result in a reduction of the size of the interval when applying the tightening operation. Thus, what should be noted is that the first inequality used in tightening is the one unique to the definition of
Intuitively, using this constraint first results in the most significant reduction in the size of the interval.
Lipschitz continuity of the dynamics
This section establishes a kind of Lipschitz continuity condition on q defined in Algorithm 1. Theoretically, this condition ensures that if a solution exists, then it must be unique; see Theorem 1.10 of Chapter II of [29] or Theorem 2 in Section 1 of [10] . Further, a similar condition establishes that many numerical integration methods, including Runge-Kutta and linear multistep methods, are convergent for problem (11) ; see, for instance, Theorem 1.1 of Section 1.4 of [23] , and Definition 1.6 of Section II.1 and the convergence analyses in Section III.3 and Section VII.4 of [29] . It should be noted that the domain of q defined in Algorithm 1 is D M . Unfortunately, this is not necessarily an open set, which can often cause numerical issues [15] . However, in the experience of the authors, the Lipschitz condition on q is sufficient for the successful solution of IVP (11) with most numerical integration methods.
The following result helps establish this Lipschitz continuity condition. It appears in various forms in the literature; see for instance Theorem 14 in [46] and Proposition 3 in [16] .
Algorithm 1 Calculation of dynamics q of bounding IVP (11)
Calculate 
Lemma 4 Given m, n ∈ N and a matrix A ∈ R m×n , let the polyhedron
is locally Lipschitz continuous.
The following lemma helps establish that the affine relaxations (c i
Step 2 in Algorithm 1; i.e.
Then for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, c i and h i are continuous, and for all
Proof By Lemma 3 and the fact that b G is continuous, v * , w * , and b * defined in Algorithm 1 are continuous, and that there exists a L > 0 such that for any
and similarly for w * and b * . Next, it should be clear that the I t operation defined in Algorithm 2 is a well-defined Lipschitz continuous mapping on
v ≤ w} (that is, the endpoints of the interval defining I t are Lipschitz continuous with respect to its first three arguments). Consequently, an inductive argument shows that v i and w i are continuous and must satisfy
for some L v,i > 0 and all (t,
. By Inequalities (12) and (13) 
This establishes that c i is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz condition. A similar argument establishes that h i is continuous and satisfies this condition as well.
Theorem 2 below shows that q defined in Algorithm 1 satisfies the desired Lipschitz continuity assumption of many numerical integration methods, and thus that IVP (11) is amenable to numerical solution. 8) . In addition, assume the following.
Theorem 2
1. For some m u ∈ N, there exist A U ∈ R mu×nu and b U ∈ R mu such that U = {p : A U p ≤ b U } and is nonempty and compact. 2. b G is continuous on T . 3. IVP (1) has a solution for some u ∈ U. 4. For i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and all
Then the mapping q defined in Algorithm 1 is continuous, and for all
It is clear that b * i is well defined (i.e. the maximum is indeed attained for any (t, d) ∈ D M ). Furthermore, since b G is continuous and by Lemma 3 the optimal objective value of an LP is continuous with respect to the right-hand side of its constraints, b * i is continuous. Applying Lemma 3 again, we have that there exists a L * i > 0 such that
Again, b i is the composition of continuous functions and so is continuous. We also have
Further, since b G is continuous on compact T it is also bounded, and for any (t, d) ∈ D M and (bounded) neighborhood N (d) of d, there exists a finite k ≥ 0 such that Let
F i is a closed set, by a similar argument as in Corollary 1. Let q i : R nu+nx × F i → R be given by q i (c, d) = max{c T y : A i y ≤ d}. We note that
By the definition of D M and Hypothesis 1,
By Hypothesis 4 and the discussion in Section 4.1,
and so along with Hypothesis 1,
Lemma 3, we note that there exists a L > 0 such that for all
, there exists a y 2 ∈ P i (d 2 ) such that
) is nonempty and compact for all (t, d ) ∈ D M , there exists a finite k(t, d ) ≥ 0 such that for all y 1 , y 2 ∈ P i ( b i (t, d )),
Thus, for any d ∈ F i , and for any y 1 , y 2 ∈ P i (d), we can fix (t, d ) ∈ D M and
Consequently, P i (d) is compact for each d ∈ F i . It follows that q i is finite and well-defined on R nu+nx × F i , and further by Lemma 4 it is locally Lipschitz continuous.
Finally, note that
We have that q i is continuous, since q i , c i , b i , and h i are continuous. Now choose (t, d) ∈ D M . By Lemma 5 there exists a neighborhood
, and so it follows that K i is bounded and so its closure is a compact subset of R nu+nx × F i . Since q i is locally Lipschitz continuous, it is Lipschitz continuous on K i , and so there exists L q > 0 such that
Then, applying the properties of c i , b i and h i , we have that
, applying the equivalence of norms on R n as necessary. Since this holds for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the desired conclusion holds.
Numerical Examples
This section considers the performance of a numerical implementation of the bounding method established in Corollary 2, using the definition of q in Algorithm 1. This implementation is a C/C++ code which solves the IVP (11) with the implementation of the Backwards Differentiation Formulae (BDF) in the CVODE component of the SUNDIALS suite [18] (http://computation. llnl.gov/casc/sundials/main.html). Newton's method is used for the corrector iteration. CPLEX [20] version 12.4 is used to solve the linear programs required to define the dynamics in Algorithm 1. Further, all LPs are solved with advanced starting information ("warm-started") with dual simplex. This results in a fairly significant speedup of the code, as Phase I simplex typically can be skipped. The feasibility and optimality tolerances used to solve the LPs and the integration tolerances are given below for each individual example. It should be noted that for these values of the tolerances, an infeasible LP is never encountered in these examples. All numerical studies were performed on a 64-bit Linux virtual machine allocated a single core of a 3.07 GHz Intel Xeon processor.
Lotka-Volterra problem
The Lotka-Volterra problem is a classic problem in the study of nonlinear dynamic systems and often serves as a benchmark for numerical methods. It is thought of as a model for the evolution in time of the populations of a predator and a prey species, and the solution is asymptotically periodic. The equations describing this system arė
For this study the initial conditions are x(0) = (1.2, 1.1). The goal is to compute enclosures of the solutions for any value of the inputs u ∈ U, where U = [2.99, 3 .01] × [0.99, 1.01]. These are the same input ranges and initial conditions used in [25] , which demonstrates the performance of the code VSPODE, an implementation of a Taylor model based bounding procedure. For this example, one could claim that since x 1 and x 2 represent the populations of species, they should always be nonnegative, and consequently one could set A G = −I and b G : t → 0. However, for what will be considered "meaningful" bounds, this kind of a priori enclosure does not make a difference. Consequently, for the purpose of applying the theory, the vacuous enclosure given by A G = [0, 0] and b G : t → 0 is used, although in the implementation this information is unnecessary and is easily omitted.
In [25] , VSPODE manages to propagate upper and lower bounds on the solution which remain a subset of the interval in state space [0.5, T is used. Unfortunately, despite the use of affine relaxations to improve the estimate of the dynamics, the upper and lower bounds for each species calculated using the above A matrix cease to be a subset of the interval [0.5, 1.5] × [0.5, 1.5] before t = 4, or before the completion of one full cycle. This, of course, is one of the drawbacks of pure interval enclosures, and what has motivated the development of Taylor model bounding methods. It should be noted that although the bounds are meaninglessly loose in this case, there is no associated numerical "breakdown" before t = 10; the solution of the linear programs defining the dynamics and the numerical integration method still proceed without error.
However, using the polyhedral bounding theory discussed in the present work, it is possible to obtain much better upper and lower bounds, which remain a subset of the interval [0.5, 1.5] × [0.5, 1.5] for all t ∈ T . This can be achieved by letting the i th row a T i of the matrix A ∈ R 16×2 be given by
Each row of A merely represents the normal of a face of a 16-sided polygon.
Lower and upper bounds on each component can be chosen from these bounding hyperplanes. The results are plotted in Figure 3 . The upper and lower bounds resulting from A in Equation (16) In effect, the use of the current theory more than doubles the time interval over which meaningful bounds can be calculated. Using LP feasibility and optimality tolerances of 10 −5 and 10 −6 , respectively, and absolute and relative integration tolerances of 10 −6 , the CPU time required to solve the bounding system is 0.050s (with A defined in Equation (16)). For comparison, the purely interval bounds require 0.020s, while the time required by VSPODE (on a processor with a comparable clock speed) reported in [25] is 0.59s. Although the enclosure obtained from VSPODE is tighter, it is solving an intrinsically different problem; namely, one in which the inputs u 1 and u 2 are constant functions on T . That is, for all t ∈ T , u(t) ≡ u for some u ∈ U .
Stirred-tank reactor
This next example demonstrates that, in contrast to the previous example, a brute-force approach to constructing polyhedral bounds is not necessary in all cases. For the following class of engineering-relevant problems, an intelligent choice of bounds is available. Furthermore, much of the justification that the choice is intelligent does not have anything to do with the idea that it "wraps" the reachable set in an intelligent manner, which is the typical geometric justification of many bounding methods. Rather, it relates to the idea that the quantities that must be estimated to construct these bounds can be estimated well with tools such as interval arithmetic. The general form of the material balance equations for a homogeneous, constant-density, stirred-tank reactor with constant material volume iṡ (17) where x(t) is the vector of the n x species concentrations at time t, S ∈ R nx×nr and r are the stoichiometry matrix and vector of n r rate functions, respectively, V is the constant reactor volume, v in (t) ∈ R p is the vector of the volumetric flow rates of the p inlets to the reactor at t, the j th column of C in (t) ∈ R nx×p is the vector of species concentrations in the j th inlet, and 1 T v in (t) = v out (t) is the volumetric flow rate of the single outlet from the reactor, where 1 denotes a vector of ones in R p . For a system of this form, a linear transformation yields a system in terms of reaction "variants" and "invariants" [44] . For instance, if S is full column rank, the rows of N are left null vectors of S, and S + is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of S (see Chapter 1 of [3] ), then letting y 1 = S + x and y 2 = Nx one obtainṡ
where the subscript y on r denotes that r y is considered a function of the transformed variables. If the system has no inlets or outlets, i.e. is a batch reactor, thenẏ 2 (t) = 0 for all t, and so is constant. From the perspective of the original system, the solution must obey the affine constraints Nx(t) = Nx 0 for all t. This forms the basis of the a priori enclosures used in [16, 38, 39] . However, the addition of inlets and outlets complicates this kind of a priori enclosure. It is possible to salvage this enclosure, by noting that the linear transformation partially decouples the system of equations. If C in and v in are known, simple functions or are constant parameters, then an analytical solution for y 2 can be obtained fairly easily. The result is that the a priori enclosure is now time-varying; specifically, the solution must obey Nx(t) = y 2 (t), where again y 2 is now known explicitly. This kind of information still satisfies Assumption 3, and could be used in the current bounding theory. But again, matters are more complicated if, for instance, the values of C in or v in are subject to some unknown, but bounded time-varying disturbance.
Instead, the approach taken here will be to use a bounding polyhedron that will implicitly enforce this time-varying enclosure, without the need to determine explicitly y 2 , or some other functions that take the role of b G . Since the solution x describes concentrations, the components must be nonnegative, and so for this example the only a priori enclosure used is given by these nonnegativity constraints. In general, the bounding matrix is given by
where D + is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of D, a matrix formed from a maximal set of linearly independent columns of S, and the rows of N are linearly independent and span the left null space of S.
Before considering the specifics of the example, the merits of this form of polyhedral bounds, as determined by the matrix A above, are discussed. It helps to write the dynamics of the system (17) in the following general form:
where the functions g 1 and g 2 take into account the possibility that the inlet flow rates and concentrations are modeled as controls, parameters, or disturbances, and r p takes into account that the reaction kinetics might not be known exactly. In general, the more rows that the matrix A has, the tighter the bounds. Of course, too many superfluous rows slows down the calculation and does little to improve the bounds. To a certain extent, the bounds on the individual components (that is, the interval bounds) are improved the most when linear combinations of the states that are "estimated well" are included in the bounds. Inspired by the previous discussion, the linear combinations y 2 = Nz, which no longer depend on the reaction rates, are a good candidate. Part of this relates to the specifics of how the affine overestimators of the dynamics are constructed. The affine relaxation method described in Appendix A requires interval arithmetic, and it is well known that the effectiveness of interval arithmetic is diminished by the dependency problem (see for instance Section 1.4 in [34] ). As a general observation, the "simpler" the expression, the more effective interval arithmetic is at generating a tight estimate of its range. Thus, the quantities y 2 , whose dynamics no longer depend on the potentially nonlinear rate function r p , have a good chance of being estimated well by interval arithmetic and the affine relaxation method. Further, the dynamics for y 2 are decoupled. This is significant since the value of a T i z is unique for z ∈ M i (t, d), and it is over M i (t, d) which the dynamics must be estimated. This means that if a i is the j th row of N, then a
In a loose sense, uncertainty with respect to the states has been removed, and overestimating the dynamics in this case only requires overestimation with respect to the inputs.
Similar reasoning supports why the quantities y 1 = D + z also are estimated well. If S is full column rank, one can choose D = S and then D + = S + , and so D + S = I. The result is that the dynamics of these quantities y 1 only depend on a single component of the rate function r p (in fact, in a batch system, this motivates their interpretation as "extents of reaction"). As before, the simpler the expression, the more likely it is to be estimated well via the affine relaxation procedure. If S is not full column rank, for instance
, and again, the expression for the dynamics of the quantities y 1 is potentially simplified.
At this point it is reasonable to wonder why not apply an interval-based bounding method to the transformed system (18) . The complicating fact is that this requires explicitly rewriting the rate function in terms of the transformed variables to obtain r y . In general, this is not a trivial task. Although it is possible to automate the evaluation of r y , since the transformation from x to y is invertible in certain cases [44] , it is likely that extending this evaluation to interval arithmetic will suffer from dependency issues. For this reason, explicitly bounding the original variables, in terms of which the rate function is originally written, helps reduce the overestimation of the original variables, and in turn reduce the overestimation of the range of the rate function on the various sets it must be estimated. 
The known parameters are V = 20 (L), Results from A in Equation (19) are solid black lines, while results from A and A as in Equation (21) (20) correspond to the stoichiometry matrix S. It columns are linearly independent, and so let
Results for two representative species are in Figure 4 . For comparison, the interval hull of the enclosures that result from using
as the matrix that defines the polyhedral enclosure are included. These are interval bounds on the original system (17) , and (roughly) the transformed system (18), respectively. The interval hull of the polyhedral enclosures are calculated in a post-processing step for the purpose of comparing the different results on an equal footing. It is clear that the bounds that result from using A in Equation (19) are superior, and much tighter than just the intersection of the bounds resulting from the other enclosures. Finally, with LP feasibility and optimality tolerances of 10 −5 and 10 −6 , respectively, and absolute and relative integration tolerances of 10 −6 , the CPU time required to solve the bounding system is 0.030s.
Piecewise affine relaxations
An interesting application of this theory is to the construction of piecewise affine relaxations of the solutions of initial value problems in parametric ordinary differential equations. The initial value problem in parametric ordinary differential equations is a special case of the problem of interest (1), when the uncertainty is fixed, i.e. not time-varying. Certainly, the theory as it stands can handle this case already, but intuitively the bounds produced may not be as tight as those produced by a method that explicitly takes advantage of the fact that the uncertain inputs have a constant value in time, such as the Taylor-model methods described in [25] .
The idea is fairly straightforward; the fixed uncertain parameters are treated as extra state variables with zero time derivatives and an uncertain set of initial values. Of course, nothing is gained from this reformulation if one can only propagate interval bounds on the states, but if one propagates polyhedral bounds the reformulation is meaningful.
To demonstrate this, an example adapted from Example 2 in [39] is considered, involving the following enzymatic reaction network:
The dynamic equations governing the evolution of the species concentrations x = (x A , x F , x F:A , x A , x R , x R:A ) in a closed system arė . To obtain the reformulated system, append the equationsṗ = 0 to Equations (22) and now for the reformulated system, the initial conditions are uncertain: (x(0), p(0)) ∈ {x 0 } × P . As in [39] , the following a priori enclosure is available for the reformulated system: however, any value with magnitude less than 10 −2 is set to zero to construct M. The reasoning behind this form of A is that the first half of its rows give interval bounds, while the second half of its rows give affine under-and over-estimators of each original state with respect to p, and specifically, these should be "good" estimators at the final time point t f . Figure 5 shows the piecewise affine underestimator (maximum of the lower bound and affine underestimator) and overestimator (minimum of the upper bound and affine overestimator) for a certain concentration on the set P . When only interval bounds are propagated, the interval bound on the state Thus, using the extra bounds in the form of affine under and overestimators also improves the interval bounds. This contrasts with the methods in [40] and [42] , where the benefit is one-way; relaxations with respect to the parameters cannot improve the interval bounds.
With LP feasibility and optimality tolerances of 10 −5 and 10 −6 , respectively, and absolute and relative integration tolerances of 10 −6 , the CPU time required to solve the bounding system is 0.15s. In comparison, the methods for constructing convex and concave relaxations of the solutions of parametric ordinary differential equations presented in [40, 41] also involve the solution of an auxiliary dynamic system, but this system must be solved at each parameter value of interest to determine the value of the relaxations. The current method only requires that the auxiliary dynamic system is solved once to obtain the value of the relaxation on the entire parameter range.
Conclusions
This work has presented a general theory, as well as an efficient numerical implementation, for the construction of polyhedral bounds on the reachable set of a dynamic system subject to time-varying inputs and uncertain initial conditions. Some more fine-tuning of the current numerical implementation of the bounding method is a subject for future research. For instance, the function q defining the dynamics of the bounding system is nonsmooth, and it may be beneficial to supply approximate or "locked" Jacobian information to the numerical integrator. As mentioned in Section 4.2, to ensure that one does not run into viability issues, the reformulation in [11] could be used. Alternative implementations of the theory are also a subject for future research; that is, defining the general mappings M i differently provides avenues for different numerical implementations. These different numerical implementations might avoid some of the cost of the solution of the linear programs, and provide a slightly faster method, although potentially at the cost of producing more conservative bounds. Nevertheless, the present work as is stands as an effective method.
Other future work might include using the proposed method in the reachability analysis of hybrid systems [7, 30, 36] . In such an analysis, bounds are required for the continuous dynamics, which could be obtained by the methods in the present work. It should be noted that the work in this area often focuses on the case that the continuous dynamics of the hybrid system are linear or affine, as demonstrated by the recent thesis [24] . In this case, certain properties of linear systems (such as the fact that they preserve convexity of sets under the "flow" of the dynamics [12] ) can be used, of which the present method does not explicitly take advantage.
Let h al , h au : Z I → R n and h bl , h bu : Z I → R be defined by
Then h al , h au , h bl , h bu are locally Lipschitz continuous mappings on Z I which satisfy
Constructing relaxations which satisfy Assumption 4 proceeds by recursively applying Proposition 2, illustrated by the following example.
Example 1 This example demonstrates how to construct affine relaxations for a simple function (in fact, this function is part of the dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra problem in Section 5.1). Let f : R × R 2 (p, z) → pz 1 (1 − z 2 ). As in the Lotka-Volterra problem, p is an uncertain parameter. The goal is to construct, 
(in the context of Assumption 4, obtaining a nontrivial c u i is beneficial only when U is not an interval). Furthermore, one desires that these relaxations are locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to (z L , z U ).
The process resembles the construction of an interval enclosure of the range of f via interval arithmetic, and indeed part of the method involves interval arithmetic. Evaluation of f is broken down into a sequence of auxiliary variables called "factors," which can be expressed as simple arithmetic operations on previously computed factors. An interval enclosure and affine relaxation of each factor can also be computed, and following the rules in Proposition 2 and Table 1 , the affine relaxations will also be locally Lipschitz continuous in the manner desired. See Table 2 for the factored expression. Note that factor v 3 , corresponding to the parameter p, is initialized with the trivial affine relaxations 0 T z + p L ≤ p ≤ 0 T z + p U . This ensures that the final relaxations obtained are valid for all p ∈ [p L , p U ]. Also, note that the restrictions z L 1 > 0, z L 2 > 1, and p L > 0, simplify the evaluation and preclude the need to consider the different "branches" when constructing the affine relaxations for factors v 5 and v 6 , as indicated in Proposition 2 (for example, this implies that 1 /2(v L 4 + v U 4 ) < 0). Although in general, the different cases must be taken into account.
The final factor, v 6 , gives the value of f , and thus one also has can be considered locally Lipschitz continuous functions with respect to (z L , z U ).
More generally, Assumption 4 requires parametric relaxations which are continuous on T × D I
x . To include dependence on t, one could construct relaxations with respect to t as well, over the degenerate interval [t, t]. Then it is clear that the final relaxations would be locally Lipschitz continuous on (T × Dx) I . The following lemmata show that this yields the desired properties. 
Overestimator 
Proof Choose z ∈ D. For each y ∈ C, let N (y, z) be a neighborhood of (y, z) such that g is We claim that there exists a δ > 0 such that C × N δ (z) ⊂ N (where N δ (z) is viewed as a subset of R n ). This follows from, for instance, Lemma 1 in Section 5 of [10] . The argument is that the complement of N , N C , is closed and disjoint from C × {z}, and so there exists a δ > 0 such that the distance between any point in C × {z} and any point in N C is greater than δ. This implies that C×N δ (z) is disjoint from N C , which in turn implies C×N δ (z) ⊂ N . The result follows from Lipschitz continuity on (C × N δ (z)) ∩ (C × D) = C × N δ (z) ∩ D. 
